Nepean ED recovery from a major incident
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Police officer, security guard shot in Nepean Hospital emergency department

January 13, 2016

LEIGH VAN DEN BROEKE and MATT BAMFORD, The Daily Telegraph
A 39-YEAR-OLD man has been charged over the shooting of a police officer and security guard at Nepean Hospital during a scuffle at the Western Sydney hospital last night.

The police officer shot with his own gun during the scuffle has been identified as dog squad cop Luke Warburton, the man who helped bring violent fugitive Malcolm Naden down in the forests of NSW.

Mr Warburton and a security guard were shot after the man allegedly got hold of the officer’s gun during a scuffle.

Police remain at the hospital this morning following the shooting of a colleague. Picture: Stephen Cooper

A police source confirmed to the Daily Telegraph that both men were wounded by the same bullet when it passed through Mr Warburton’s thigh and lodged in the security guard’s leg.

The man, who is a nurse at nearby Westmead Hospital, has been charged with shoot with intent to murder, discharge firearm with intent to resist arrest, and detain for advantage.

The Daily Telegraph has been told that the man had been arrested by police at 1.30pm yesterday for goods in custody related to an alleged break and enter at Colyton. He allegedly then resisted arrest and assaulted police.

A man charged with shooting a police officer and a security guard inside Nepean Hospital’s emergency department is a nurse from a nearby hospital who had been released on bail by police earlier in the day after allegedly attacking three officers.

The 36-year-old man was arrested overnight after allegedly holding a pair of scissors to the throat of a female doctor at the busy hospital in Kingswood, in Sydney’s west, and screaming that he was going to “kill someone”.

The first police officer on the scene, Senior Constable Luke Warburton, was shot in the upper thigh when his gun was pulled from his holster during a scuffle with the man in front of terrified patients and staff just before 10.30pm on Tuesday.

Senior Constable Warburton, 38, from the NSW Police Dog Squad, was listed as critical but stable on Wednesday.

The security guard was shot in the leg and was in a stable condition on Wednesday afternoon.

Fairfax Media has been told the alleged shooter was a registered nurse at Westmead Hospital who had left two years ago, partly due to ongoing problems with the drug ice.
NBMLHD media coverage statistics 12 Jan to 18 Jan 2016

Total days: 7
Total items: 873
Total audience: 34,877,277

Date | Volume | Audience
--- | --- | ---
January 12, 2016 | 103 | 64,687
January 13, 2016 | 536 | 20,692,826
January 14, 2016 | 86 | 6,086,099
January 15, 2016 | 20 | 1,080,066
January 16, 2016 | 111 | 458,178
January 17, 2016 | 12 | 573,630
January 18, 2016 | 5 | 417,291
12th January 22:30

- 21:15 night nursing staff commence
- 22:00 night medical staff commence
- 22:30 Incident occurred in ED
- 23:00 medical handover
- AH NM into ED
- Hospital executive came to ED overnight
- ED NM came overnight
- Ambulance bypass to 0830
- Waiting room patients redirected to Mt Druitt/ Blacktown/ Westmead
Impact on staffing

- Roles in the ED
  - Paediatric Registrar
- ED SS Medical Commander
- ED SS Resus patient 1
- ED Night Reg Resus patient 2
- ASU Reg
- ED MOs review Paeds Reg
- ED JMO to OT
- 4 RNs down by 3am
Contributing factors

- Risk assessment of patients brought in by police
- Handover of patients to ED staff, including security
- Shift handover
- Patient behaviour
Recovery from Incident - immediate days

- **Staff Physical Wellbeing**
  - Admitted security officers

- **Staff, Patients and Relatives - Psychological Wellbeing**
  - CNUM at 0715 nursing handover, 0800 medical handover, 1330 medical handover
  - Counselling available onsite and via Employee Assistance Program (1800) - Broadcaster, posters, personal notification
  - Follow up of patients and relatives in the ED at time of incident (admitted and discharged)
  - Medical and Nursing follow up

- **Updates**
  - Chief Executive Day 1 - Situation Report, counselling information
  - General manager Day 2 - update on casualties and counselling services, commendations of staff
  - Chairman of NBM LHD Board Dr Andrew Keegan - update and thank you to staff
  - CE one week later
  - Acknowledgement from NUM and Director of ED to staff in following days
Staff Follow up

- Medical and nursing staff contacted along professional lines
  - List of staff on shift and contact phone numbers
  - Acknowledgement of incident, Counselling services available, my contact number

- Interdepartmental
  - Security
  - Paediatrics

- Departmental teaching topics
- Peer support - Who to be concerned about
- Acting ED Director, Acting Security Head of Department
Recovery from Incident - following weeks

**NEPEAN ED**
- Staff absences & rostering
  - Initial few days staffing minimal absences
  - Workcover process
- Messages from CNUM to Nursing and Emergency Consultant to medical staff
  - Congratulations for performance under stress of critical incident, pride
  - Personal response to the incident, utility of counselling
- Security guard coverage in ED
- Awareness of potential weapons
- Reduced tolerance of aggressive behaviour
Recovery from Incident - following weeks

**NBM LHD**
- Updates and broadcasts
- Afternoon teas, visit from Health Minister and DG
- External investigation
- Security audits
- Acknowledgement event hosted by NBM LHD board
- Video of staff reflecting on the incident
Recovery from Incident - following weeks

RESPONSE FROM OTHER AGENCIES

- Security Roundtable - HSU, NSW Nurses and Midwives’ Association, ASMOF
- AMA comment on hospital security measures in face of intoxicated patients
- MOH
- Media
Recovery

Nepean Hospital shooting: Luke Warburton leaves hospital as police colleagues form guard of honour

By Nick Cole
Updated: 16 Feb 2015, 5:30pm

Five weeks after he was shot in an emergency room incident, Acting Sergeant Luke Warburton has left Sydney’s Nepean Hospital.

Dozens of police formed a guard of honour for the injured dog squad officer, who was shot in the leg with his own weapon on January 12.

Acting Sergeant Warburton’s wife Sandra and his police dog Chuck were also there to greet him.

In a statement on the dog squad’s Facebook page, police said his recovery will take some time.
Forgotten staff

- Non ED staff
- Switchboard operator
- Unseen patients
- Relatives
- Staff with previous experience of violence in workplace not directly involved

- 154 nursing staff, 80 medical staff challenge to contact individually
General measures Nepean ED

- De-escalation
- Rapid security response to acute severe behaviourally disturbed patient
- Guideline for ASBD patient
- Use of restraints - chemical and physical
- Risk 3 register
- Surveillance cameras
- Duress alarms - fixed, personal
- Lockdown
Challenges to Recovery

- Perpetrator returned to ED the following day for medical clearance
- Ongoing violence in the ED
- Inability to debrief informally with colleagues
  - Police statements
  - Workplace stress, minimal ‘incidental’ debriefs
- Not predicted in this patient - could happen again unexpectedly
- Media coverage
- Focus upon incident, critiquing in quest to learn lessons
- Previous experience of violence
- Family concern re safety in the workplace
Standard Operating Procedure

- Immediate disaster procedures
- Safety of the ED - notify hospital staff
- List of people in the ED
  - Staff, patients, relatives
  - Track patient movements
- Personal note of events
- Police statements
  - Time frames
  - Information for staff on giving police statements - where, when, take copy
- Counselling
  - Evidence based process
  - Advice regarding return to work, symptoms of acute stress reaction
- Process for work cover
- Media - TV, facebook
- Allocate one person to coordinate recovery
- Investigation - external, departmental incident review at M+M meeting